
Lucira Jane Nebelung 
 
Visionary, speaker, writer, teacher, facilitator, consultant and coach.  
 
Lucira Jane Nebelung is the founding principal of Leading as Love®.  She 
has 35 years of experience as a leader, consultant and coach in a wide 
variety of organizations.  She brings a valuable blend of both strategic 
wisdom and tactical experience in the fields of leadership development, 
organization effectiveness and development, and change leadership and 
implementation.  She is a passionate leadership commentator and speaker, 
calling-out where leaders are succeeding and where they are falling short 
and waking people up to their own leadership responsibilities.  Leading as 
Love is the essential catalyst and social context for the breakthroughs we      
seek for a thriving world; it generates the ultimate ROI. 
 
Lucira Jane is a radical visionary with the expertise for achieving the purpose, potential and 
transformation of individuals and business, government, education and religion.  She provides 
inspiration and practical know-how for both leaders and individuals to become catalysts for 
transformational change.  Her writings, presentations, workshops, consulting and coaching 
challenge the way we think about the meaning and root causes of success and our 
responsibilities for creating the world we live in:  Love makes a leader a leader. 
 
Lucira Jane has both a B.S. and an M.A. in Psychology and is certified in Executive Coaching.  
She is currently writing her second book, The Heart of the Matter: Leading as Love.  Lucira Jane 
has authored a multitude of business and professional articles and presentations.  She is a 
frequently invited guest instructor in executive graduate programs and is a faculty member of the 
Center for Leadership Studies/Graduate Institute’s, Master of Arts in Organizational Leadership 
(MAOL).    
 
Commentary/Keynotes/Speeches 
Dialogues/Presentations/Workshops 
Retreats/Conferences 
 
SELECTED TOPICS 
 

Love Makes a Leader a Leader 
Where Are the Leaders? 
What We Need in a President 
Our Self-Destructive Addiction to Approval 
What’s Love Got to Do with It? 
The Shift from Success to Significance 
The Hidden Source of Success:  Everyone Wins 
Generating the Ultimate ROI 
Leading Is Simple and Not Easy 
The Ripple Effect 
Transformational Change:  The Wisdom and Power of Love 
The Courage to Lead and to Follow 
Leader Self-awareness:  The Lessons of the Mirrored Self 
Generating Social Structures with Leading as Love 
Grace:  Finding Humility in Leading 
Leading as Love is Service to Life 

 
Fully customized topics available on request. 

 
For booking information contact:   
 

Lucira Jane Nebelung 
LuciraJane@LeadingasLove.com
Phone:  860-857-1228 


